The TexSpray 5900 HD Convertible is our most versatile airless/texture sprayer to date. This gas/electric sprayer gives the contractor indoor/outdoor flexibility to get the job done. Its job-proven capabilities enable it to spray skim coat in a Level 5 finish, and drywall mud in an orange peel, splatter or knockdown finish. It can even apply the whole range of primers and paints.

ProConnect System
- No-tools removal and installation for fast repairs, right on the job
- No-tool hose connection

Convertible Power – Electric/Gas
- No-tools change out system is easy to use
- Self-tensioning belt for long life
- 2.0 hp TEFC DC motor delivers the power

Specially Designed, Submerged Foot Valve
- Uniquely designed with Max Flo fluid passages and large ball check to efficiently load thick and heavy materials
- Foot valve is placed low to the ground, submerging it in the material bucket

SmartControl 2.0 Pressure Control
- Precise spray-pressure control through the full range – from 400 psi to 3300 psi
- Higher spray pressures give you the power to spray tough coatings and run long hose lengths

Endurance Pump
- Oversized clearances ensure minimal pressure drop and surge-free performance
- Long-life Chromex rod and V-Max Blue packings